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ABSTRACT 
 
Modeling, Optimization and Power Efficiency Comparison of High-speed Inter-chip 
Electrical and Optical Interconnect Architectures in Nanometer CMOS Technologies. 
(December 2010) 
Arun Palaniappan, B.E., Anna University 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Samuel Palermo 
 
Inter-chip input-output (I/O) communication bandwidth demand, which rapidly 
scaled with integrated circuit scaling, has leveraged equalization techniques to operate 
reliably on band-limited channels at additional power and area complexity. High-
bandwidth inter-chip optical interconnect architectures have the potential to address this 
increasing I/O bandwidth. Considering future tera-scale systems, power dissipation of 
the high-speed I/O link becomes a significant concern. This work presents a design flow 
for the power optimization and comparison of high-speed electrical and optical links at a 
given data rate and channel type in 90 nm and 45 nm CMOS technologies.  
The electrical I/O design framework combines statistical link analysis 
techniques, which are used to determine the link margins at a given bit-error rate (BER), 
with circuit power estimates based on normalized transistor parameters extracted with a 
constant current density methodology to predict the power-optimum equalization 
architecture, circuit style, and transmit swing at a given data rate and process node for 
three different channels. The transmitter output swing is scaled to operate the link at 
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optimal power efficiency. Under consideration for optical links are a near-term 
architecture consisting of discrete vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSEL) with 
p-i-n photodetectors (PD) and three long-term integrated photonic architectures that use 
waveguide metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) photodetectors and either electro-
absorption modulator (EAM), ring resonator modulator (RRM), or Mach-Zehnder 
modulator (MZM) sources. The normalized transistor parameters are applied to jointly 
optimize the transmitter and receiver circuitry to minimize total optical link power 
dissipation for a specified data rate and process technology at a given BER. 
Analysis results shows that low loss channel characteristics and minimal circuit 
complexity, together with scaling of transmitter output swing, allows electrical links to 
achieve excellent power efficiency at high data rates. While the high-loss channel is 
primarily limited by severe frequency dependent losses to 12 Gb/s, the critical timing 
path of the first tap of the decision feedback equalizer (DFE) limits the operation of low-
loss channels above 20 Gb/s. Among the optical links, the VCSEL-based link is limited 
by its bandwidth and maximum power levels to a data rate of 24 Gb/s whereas EAM and 
RRM are both attractive integrated photonic technologies capable of scaling data rates 
past 30 Gb/s achieving excellent power efficiency in the 45 nm node and are primarily 
limited by coupling and device insertion losses. While MZM offers robust operation due 
to its wide optical bandwidth, significant improvements in power efficiency must be 
achieved to become applicable for high density applications. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Integrated circuit technology scaling has dramatically increased the on-chip 
processing and computational capabilities, driving single core processor to multi-core 
and many core processors. These architectures will require an on-chip communication 
bandwidth extending from hundreds of GB/s into the TB/s range [1], thereby 
necessitating a commensurate increase in the inter-chip input-output (I/O) 
communication bandwidth. As shown in Fig. 1 [2], this trend is expected to continue 
requiring a huge increase in I/O bandwidth, which however, has not scaled in the same 
manner as the processor performance.   
The electrical channel bandwidth has not been able to keep up with this rapidly 
increasing inter-chip communication bandwidth requirement due to severe high 
frequency channel losses and non-idealities such as reflections due to impedance 
discontinuities and signal crosstalk. Though technology limitation issues has been 
resolved due to circuit scaling, channel limitation problems has created a bottleneck for 
high speed I/O link design. To overcome the channel constraints and achieve high 
performance bandwidth demands, additional sophisticated equalization circuits [3], [4] 
are implemented which increases the power and area complexity. This creates the need 
for low power architectural techniques which can significantly improve the power 
efficiency to be within the I/O power budgets.  
____________ 
This thesis follows the style of IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems. 
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Fig. 1 I/O scaling projections [2] 
 
Increasing inter-chip communication bandwidth demand has motivated 
investigation into using optical interconnect architectures over the channel limited 
electrical counterparts. Optical interconnects with negligible frequency-dependent loss 
and high bandwidth [5] provides a viable alternative to achieve dramatic power 
efficiency improvements at per-channel data rates exceeding 10 GB/s. Optical 
interconnects also mitigate the effects of non-idealities of electrical interconnects such as 
skew, attenuation, impedance discontinuities, reflections and crosstalk [5] without the 
need for additional equalization complexity. This has motivated extensive research into 
optical interconnect technologies suitable for high density integration with CMOS chips. 
The power efficiency of the optical interconnect architectures should be superior to the 
electrical links in order for them to be a viable alternative to the high-speed electrical 
links. Design techniques that optimize and minimize the power consumption of the 
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optical links are essential to demonstrate the superior performance of the optical links 
over electrical links. 
This objective of this thesis is to develop a design flow which jointly optimizes 
the transmitter and receiver circuits of high-speed links to find the power efficient 
solution for a given data rate, channel type and circuit technology node. It specifically 
focuses on comparing the power efficiency of electrical and optical interconnect 
architecture in nanometer CMOS technologies. The key electrical and optical link 
parameters that affect the power dissipation of the link are identified and the 
improvements that could be made to obtain better power efficiency are addressed. The 
impact of technology scaling on power efficiency is considered by comparing the link 
performance in 90 nm and 45 nm CMOS process.  
1.1 Organization of Thesis 
Chapter II presents an overview of electrical and optical interconnect 
architectures considered in this thesis. It describes the bandwidth limitations of the 
electrical channels and the additional equalization techniques necessary to overcome the 
channel limitations. It further discusses the advantages of optical links over their 
electrical counterpart and the transmitter and receiver circuits necessary to interface and 
build high-speed optical links.  
In Chapter III, a design flow for the optimization methodology that computes the 
power efficient solution is discussed. Using the optimization methodology, a power 
efficiency comparison between electrical and optical interconnect architectures is 
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presented. The merits and demerits of each of the architecture are discussed along with 
the impact of key link parameters and technology scaling on power dissipation.  
Finally Chapter IV concludes the thesis with a performance summary of the 
comparison between electrical and optical interconnect architectures. 
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CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND* 
This chapter presents an overview of high-speed electrical and optical 
interconnect architectures used in inter-chip communication applications. It begins with 
the discussion on electrical interconnect architectures describing the non-idealities of the 
electrical channel and the challenges associated with increasing data rates which is 
followed by a presentation on equalization techniques required to achieve reliable 
communication at higher data rates. The next half of the chapter gives a presentation on 
optical interconnect architectures, the different optical sources and detectors along with 
their trade-offs and concludes with a discussion of the associated electrical circuits for 
the optical devices. 
2.1 Electrical Interconnect Architecture 
With the ever increasing data rates, high-speed electrical links have become 
common in applications such as communication systems and multi-processor computer 
systems. To achieve reliable performance over band limited channels, high-speed 
electrical link systems with sophisticated equalization complexity are employed. This 
section outlines the major components of the high-speed electrical links followed by a 
brief discussion on the electrical channel non-idealities. It also discusses the equalization 
schemes used to overcome the bottleneck created by channel limitations. 
____________ 
*Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from “Power efficiency comparisons of interchip optical 
interconnect architectures,” by A. Palaniappan and S. Palermo, May 2010, IEEE Transactions on Circuits 
and Systems II, vol. 57, no. 5, pp. 343-347. Copyright 2010 IEEE 
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2.1.1 High-Speed Electrical Links 
 
 
Fig. 2 Block diagram of high-speed electrical link 
 
The block diagram of a typical high speed electrical link is shown in Fig. 2. The 
parallel data from the transmitter (TX) is serialized due to the limited availability of I/O 
pins in a chip and sent through the electrical channel. At the receiver (RX), the received 
signal is amplified, sampled and restored prior to being deserialized for processing. The 
transmitter and the receiver data is synchronized using high speed clocks generated by 
the phase locked loop (PLL) in the transmitter and timing recovery system in the 
receiver which can either be a source synchronous forwarded clock architecture [6] or an 
embedded clock architecture [7]. 
The backplane channel responses [8] used in this work are shown in Fig. 3. All of 
the channels have linecard traces between 5-6” and varying backplane trace lengths; a 
short 1”channel (B1) with bottom traces, 20” channel (C4) with bottom stripline layer 
and 20” channel (T20) with top traces.  The electrical channel has a typical low-pass
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channel characteristic limited at high frequencies due to severe channel losses. The 
physical dimensions and quality of the channel together with its different components 
such as vias and stub prominently determine the channel characteristic and magnitude 
response variation with frequency. With increasing data rates, the high frequency loss of 
the channel attenuates and spreads the transmitted signal in time affecting adjacent bits 
resulting in inter-symbol interference (ISI).  
 
 
Fig. 3 Channel frequency response 
 
Inter-symbol interference is a deterministic noise that degrades the signal due to 
the physical properties of the channel and limits the maximum data rate achieved. At 
high frequencies, the losses of the channel can primarily be attributed to the skin effect 
and dielectric losses. Skin effect, which refers to the electric current crowding near the 
surface of the conductor, causes an effective resistance loss change with a square root 
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dependency on frequency [9] while the dielectric loss, attributed to energy loss has a 
linear dependency on frequency [9]. Signal interference also results from reflections 
caused by impedance discontinuities and crosstalk between neighboring signal lines. 
Impedance discontinuities due to termination mismatches, via stubs and parasitic 
capacitances result in multiple reflections and attenuation of the signal, thereby 
producing inter-symbol interference. Crosstalk, which arises due to capacitive and 
inductive coupling between different signal lines, also causes significant signal 
interference. Crosstalk can either be far-end (FEXT) or near-end (NEXT), with both of 
them potentially limiting the scaling of high link data rates. 
2.1.2 Equalization Systems 
With the channel limitations creating bottlenecks for high speed electrical links 
and the need to scale to higher data rates, sophisticated equalization circuits are 
implemented. The equalization techniques mitigate the effects of inter-symbol 
interference and compensate the frequency dependent loss of the channel to achieve 
reliable performance at higher data rates. Equalization can be implemented either in the 
transmitter or the receiver or a combination of both could be used depending on the 
channel response and I/O specifications for a given data rate.  This section presents an 
overview of equalization circuits typically implemented in high-speed links.  
Transmitter (TX) side equalization, typically implemented as linear feed-forward 
equalization (FFE) is one of the most common equalization techniques used in high-
speed links [10] due to the simple architecture and ease of implementation.  Transmitter 
feed-forward equalization is realized as a finite impulse response (FIR) filter which 
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attenuates the low frequency content in order to flatten the frequency response of the 
combined channel and TX FIR filter up to Nyquist frequency of operation. It pre-distorts 
or pre-shapes the transmitted signal in order to equalize the distortion caused by the 
channel response. The transmit side equalization allows the cancellation of pre-cursor 
inter-symbol interference and since equalization is done at the transmitter before the 
channel, it doesn’t amplify any noise or crosstalk. However, since the transmitter is peak 
power limited, low frequency signal content is attenuated down to the high frequency 
level. The half rate architecture of transmitter feed-forward equalization [3] with 
maximum complexity of 4 taps (main tap, 1 pre-cursor tap and 2 post-cursor taps) as 
shown in Fig. 4 is utilized in this work. 
 
 
Fig. 4 Transmitter with 4-tap feed-forward equalization [3] 
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Due to signal integrity considerations, the transmitter driver circuit requires 50 Ω 
output impedance. To produce the required transmit output swing, either a current-mode 
driver or voltage-mode driver circuit is a suitable candidates for the output stage of the 
transmitter. Current mode drivers [11], which use Norton equivalent parallel termination, 
require large currents to produce the required output voltage swing resulting in high 
power dissipation. Though Voltage mode drivers [12], which use Thevenin equivalent 
series termination potentially require one fourth [13] of the current required by current 
mode drivers for the same output swing, additional feedback control is required to 
control the series termination. This work uses a high output common-mode current mode 
logic driver circuit for the output stage.  
 This work investigates the use of both Current Mode Logic (CML) circuits and 
CMOS logic circuits for the different building blocks in the transmitter such as latches, 
multiplexers and xors. As data rates scale higher, faster current mode logic circuits are 
considered for the transmitter circuits. The current mode logic circuits are popular in 
high speed circuits because of the reduced voltage swing, better supply noise immunity 
and robust performance [14]. However, the static power dissipation of the current mode 
logic circuits increases the overall power consumption of the circuit. 
 Receiver (RX) side equalization is typically implemented either as linear FIR 
filter, continuous time linear equalizer (CTLE) or non-linear decision feedback equalizer 
(DFE). Though the RX FIR filter can implement the same functions of TX FIR filter and 
can adaptively tune the filter tap coefficients without any back channel, it amplifies high 
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frequency noise and crosstalk along with the input signal. The implementation of analog 
delay elements is also a challenging task in using RX FIR filters. Continuous time linear 
equalizer (CTLE) is realized as a differential amplifier with a programmable RC-
degeneration controlling the amount of peaking used to compensate for the low pass 
channel response. The continuous time linear equalizer, as shown in Fig. 5, is a simple 
structure that provides gain and equalization with low power and area complexity. 
However, similar to the RX FIR filter it amplifies the noise and crosstalk along with the 
input signal and is limited to first order compensation. This work analyzes the use of 
continuous time linear equalizer for receiver side equalization. The transfer function of 
CTLE is given [15] by,  
     
  
  
 
  
 
    
   
  
    
 
    
    
 
    
  
 
   
 
    
       
  
    
 
    
       
 
    
 
         
    
  
    
 
                        
               
               
       
    
   
  
    
    
 
 
where gm is the transconductance of the input transistor, Rs is the degenerated resistance, 
Cs is the degenerated capacitance, RD is the output resistance, CP is the load capacitance, 
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ωz is the zero location, ωp1 is the first pole location and ωp2 is the second pole location. 
The ideal peaking is a function of ratio between the location of first pole and zero.  
 
 
Fig. 5 Continuous time linear equalizer 
 
Another receiver side equalization commonly implemented in high speed links is 
the decision feedback equalization (DFE).  Decision feedback equalizer is a non-linear 
equalizer which cancels the effect of inter-symbol interference on the current pulse using 
the previously detected signals. Unlike linear receiver equalization, decision feedback 
equalization does not amplify noise and crosstalk as it quantizes the input signal and 
uses it thereby boosting only the high frequency signal content. The filter tap 
coefficients could be adaptively tuned without the need for any back channel. However, 
decision feedback equalization cannot cancel pre-cursor inter-symbol interference and 
also has a potential for error propagation if the initially quantized and resolved output is 
wrong. A half baud rate direct feedback decision feedback equalizer implementation [4] 
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with maximum up to 5 taps as shown in Fig. 6 is considered in this work. The main 
challenge in designing the decision feedback equalizer is the critical timing path of the 
first feedback tap which should settle in 1 Unit Interval (1 UI).   
 
 
Fig. 6 Receiver with 5-tap decision feedback equalization [4] 
 
The critical block in the receiver circuit is the sampler/comparator block which 
quantizes the input signal and resolves it CMOS logic levels. Strong-arm latch [16], also 
called as sense amplifier, is a clocked regenerative amplifier which performs the input 
signal amplification with positive feedback latches [17].  The sense amplifiers do not 
have any static power dissipation components unlike the linear amplifiers and are very 
power efficient. The feedback multiplexer [4] used in the decision feedback equalization 
circuit, where the feedback is split into two current mode logic (CML) multiplexers 
which improves the signal integrity of the fed back signal by isolating decisions from the 
sense amplifier. 
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2.2 Optical Interconnect Architecture 
The many problems of the electrical channels has motivated interest into the use 
of optical interconnects as a viable alternative to electrical interconnects. Optical links 
which typically operate in the wavelength range of 850-1550 nm corresponding to a 
frequency range of 200-350 THz offer the potential to operate single optical links in 
terahertz range. The optical interconnects with negligible frequency dependent losses at 
short distances, around 0.2 dB/km at a wavelength of 1550 nm [18], can operate at high 
data rates without the need for any equalization circuits. The short wavelengths allow 
better focusing on smaller areas without significant crosstalk and high density 
interconnections [19]. Impedance matching in optical links is achieved using a simple 
resonant impedance transformer namely anti-reflection coating [5]. Optical links also 
support wavelength division multiplexing techniques which could result in huge increase 
in the capacity of interconnect systems.   
The optical channels typically used for inter-chip communication are free-space 
and optical fiber. While free-space optical links using collimating lenses have the 
advantage of dense optical interconnection, they are quite sensitive to alignment 
tolerances and environmental vibrations [20]. The optical fiber is a cylindrical structure 
consisting of higher index core surrounded by a lower index cladding to transmit light 
through total internal reflection. It can be either a multi-mode fiber or a single mode 
fiber depending on the number of propagating mode it supports. The optical fibers have
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 negligible losses at short distances which makes them suitable for high-speed inter-chip 
communication. 
 
Fig. 7 Block diagram of optical link 
 
This work analyzes four different optical links - a near term architectures 
consisting of the discrete laser device, vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser with p-i-n 
photodetector and the three long term integrated photonic architecture using optical 
modulators, electroabsorption modulator, ring resonator modulator or Mach-Zehnder 
modulator with an integrated waveguide based metal-semiconductor-metal 
photodetector. The block diagram of the optical link architecture is shown in Fig. 7. The 
serialized transmitter data is driven by the appropriate driver circuit of the 
aforementioned optical device into the optical channel. The optical data is received by 
the discrete or integrated photodetector, converted to voltage and amplified by the 
transimpedance amplifier and limiting amplifier to sufficient levels before giving it to 
the decision circuit after which the data is deserialized.  
This section discusses about the optical devices and their associated circuitry. An 
overview of the above mentioned four optical sources are presented along with the driver 
circuits and their power consumption. This is followed by a discussion on photodetectors 
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and receiver amplifiers, finally concluding with their bandwidth and noise performances. 
2.2.1 Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL) 
Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSEL), belonging to the category of 
directly modulated lasers, are an attractive and suitable candidate for high bandwidth 
optical sources due to their ability to directly emit light with low threshold currents and 
reasonable power efficiencies. In addition, the surface-normal emission of light,  small 
sizes of the devices, operation over a wide temperature range and on-wafer testing 
process allow for high volume and high density production of two dimensional arrays at 
lower cost [21]. Though the VCSEL has significant cost advantages, there exists a trade-
off between speed and reliability in these devices. 
 
 
Fig. 8 Block diagram of VCSEL [20] 
 
Fig. 8 shows the block diagram of the VCSEL [20], which is a semiconductor 
laser device with light emission perpendicular to the chip surface. The commonly used 
VCSELs can be based on GaAs, GaInNA, InGaAs and usually operate at 850 nm [21, 
22], 1100 nm [23], 1310 nm [24] and 1550 nm [25]. In order for the VCSEL device to 
operate and produce output optical power it has to be biased above a certain threshold 
current Ith. Once the VCSEL is biased above the threshold current, it produces optical 
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power linearly proportional to the input current flowing through the device as shown in 
Fig. 9. The linearly proportional term, slope efficiency η, determines how efficiently the 
input current is converted to output optical power. The speed of the VCSEL is limited by 
a combination of both electrical parasitics and carrier-photon interaction described by 
means of electrical circuit model and optical rate equations. The electrical circuit time 
constant is dependent on junction RC values with the capacitance in the range of 0.15 pF 
for 25 Gb/s class VCSELs [23] and the series resistance of the order of 50-150 Ω [26]. 
The relaxation oscillation frequency of the VCSEL ωR, derived from the optical rate 
equation that describes the electron-photon interaction and related to the effective 
bandwidth, is dependent upon the average current Iavg flowing through the device [26].  
                
 
 
Fig. 9 VCSEL optical power vs. current 
 
The above equation states that the average current has to be increased in 
quadratic manner to achieve higher bandwidth. However, the output power saturation 
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and relaxation oscillation frequency saturation due to self heating effects [27] limit the 
increase in average current to achieve higher bandwidth and causes serious reliability 
problems as the mean time to failure (MTTF) is inversely proportional to the square of 
the device current density [28]. Thus, a sharp trade-off occurs between the VCSEL speed 
and reliability [26].   
      
 
   
 
 
 
Fig. 10 Modulation response of tunnel junction VCSEL [31] 
 
The two commonly used fabrication techniques for production of VCSELs are 
implantation and oxidation method. The implantation method uses proton bombardment 
to make certain sections electrically non-conductive and confines the current while the 
oxide method uses an oxide of aluminum to confine the current [22].  The oxide method 
devices have a better linear light versus current curves and achieve high speed of 
operation and good reliability because of their high differential gain [29]. Though oxide 
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confined VCSEL [30] developed had a good modulation bandwidth of 20 GHz they 
suffer from relaxation oscillation frequency saturation due to self heating effects [29]. In 
order to circumvent the self heating problems and increase the bandwidth of operation, 
buried type-II tunnel junction VCSELs [31] were developed. The chip resistance was 
reduced by half compared to oxide confined structures due to the structure enabling the 
use of lower resistive layers. Furthermore, the tunnel junction structure increased the 
differential gain due to improved current injection uniformity and reduced the parasitic 
capacitances which resulted in the bandwidth increase to 24 GHz [29, 31]. Fig. 10 shows 
the modulation response of the tunnel junction VCSEL [31] achieving a bandwidth of 24 
GHz which is used in this work.   
 
 
Fig. 11 Schematic of VCSEL current mode driver 
 
Due to its linear optical power-current relationship beyond the threshold current 
Ith, a differential current-mode driver is used to modulate the VCSEL. A differential 
current mode driver with VCSEL in one arm and a dummy load in another arm is shown 
in Fig. 11. In order to avoid any speed limitations, the VCSEL is always biased just 
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above the threshold current using a separate path. The diode knee voltage of the VCSEL 
is larger than the nominal CMOS supply voltages and hence a separate higher supply 
voltage LVdd is necessitated for the VCSEL driver stage. The VCSEL is driven by a 
predriver stage which is a set of cascaded inverters with a fan-out F. The power 
dissipation is given as the sum of predriver inverter stage power and differential current 
mode driver power [32]. The total predriver stage power is  
                      
  
 
 
 
                            
 
   
 
where Vdd is nominal CMOS supply voltage, f is the data rate, Ctotal is the total 
capacitance of the pre-driver, Cload is the output stage gate capacitance, Cin and Cout are 
the input and output capacitance of each inverter stage. The total current of the 
differential driver includes the average modulation current Im and the dc current Idc 
required to bias the VCSEL above threshold. The supply voltage LVdd is given as sum of 
diode knee voltage of the VCSEL Vdiode, voltage across series resistance Rs because of 
the modulation current Im flowing through it and drain-source voltage of transistor Vds. 
                    
                                      
The higher value of driver supply voltage LVdd compared to nominal CMOS supply 
voltages results in higher power dissipation in the driver circuit. 
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2.2.2 Electroabsorption Modulator (EAM) 
Electroabsorption Modulators (EAM) belong to the class of integrated optical 
modulators which absorb light originating from a continuous-wave laser source, the 
absorption being dependent on electric field strength applied across it to produce 
modulated optical output signal achieving acceptable contrast ratios at low drive 
voltages over tens of nanometers of optical bandwidth.. Unlike the VCSEL, the 
electroabsorption effect in modulators doesn’t display any carrier speed limitations and 
is an ultra fast process [33], [34] working in sub-picoseconds time scale appropriate for 
high speed operations. The absorption mechanism occurs either due to Franz-Keldysh 
effect, observed in EA modulators formed by placing a bulk semiconductor material [35] 
in the intrinsic region of a p-i-n diode, or by quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE), 
wherein the electric field is applied perpendicular to the multiple quantum wells [36], 
which form the intrinsic region of the p-i-n diode EA modulator.  
The EA modulators are typically implemented as surface-normal devices [19], 
[37], [38] or waveguide structures [39]–[41]. In order to generate a high contrast ratio in 
the surface-normal devices, a large multiple-quantum well region is required which 
necessitates large drive voltages that can produce the requisite electric field. If the drive 
voltage has to be reduced, the absorbing multiple-quantum well region should be made 
thin which results in a low contrast ratio [42]. To overcome this problem, the multiple-
quantum well is placed in an optical resonator such as asymmetric Fabry-Perot 
modulator [43], [44] to enhance the absorption without using large multiple-quantum 
wells and large drive voltages but this reduces the wavelength band of operation [45] 
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and becomes a problem when used in wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) 
systems. In contrast to the surface-normal devices, the waveguide structures are able to 
achieve a high contrast ratio at small voltage swings and over a wide wavelength range 
but they suffer from poor misalignment tolerance because of coupling light into small 
waveguides and packaging difficulties also arise [38].  
 
 
Fig. 12 Quasi-waveguide angled-facet electroabsorption modulator 
 
The quasi-waveguide angled-facet electroabsorption modulator (QWAFEM) [38] 
device combines the best features of surface-normal and waveguide structures is one of 
the EA modulators used in this thesis. Fig. 12 shows the schematic of QWAFEM device 
where the input beam is reflected a couple of times before being exited from the 
substrate. The large incident angle is able to achieve high contrast ratio and wide 
wavelength of operation at small voltage swings and the device is also inherently 
misalignment tolerant due to the three bounce geometry. Another EA modulator 
investigated in this work is the waveguide structure based on an enhanced Franz-
Keldysh effect in tensile strained, epitaxial germanium-on-silicon (Ge-on-Si) [41] with 
high electroabsorption contrast. This work assumes some improvements to the existing 
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device structures which include increasing the reference waveguide EA modulator 
length for compatibility with nanometer CMOS voltage swings and using a smaller 
QWAFEM for lower capacitance. 
 
 
Fig. 13 Schematic of electroabsorption modulator driver circuit 
 
Modeled by a reverse biased diode with a lumped capacitor, the EAM devices 
are driven by a voltage-mode driver consisting of cascaded inverters as shown in Fig. 13. 
The power dissipation consists of static absorbed photocurrent and dynamic switching 
components [32], [46], in addition to external laser power. The static component is due 
to absorbed light power in the modulator. It is calculated in terms of contrast ratio (CR) 
and insertion loss (IL) by multiplying the current in each binary state by its voltages and 
taking the average. 
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where Rs,mod is the responsivity of the modulator, Plaser is the input laser power, Vbias is 
the pre-bias voltage, Vswing is the swing voltage, IL is the insertion loss, CR is the 
contrast ratio of the modulator Vdd is nominal CMOS supply voltage, f is the data rate, 
Ctotal is the total capacitance of the driver, Cmod is the capacitance associated with the 
modulator, Cin and Cout are the input and output capacitance of each inverter stage and 
Plaser,electricpower is the external laser power dissipation. The swing voltage Vswing is 
assumed to be the nominal CMOS voltage supply Vdd for the given technology and the 
pre-bias voltage Vbias is twice the supply voltage. 
2.2.3 Ring Resonator (RR) Modulator 
 
 
Fig. 14 Block diagram of ring resonator 
 
Ring resonator (RR) modulators are refractive devices that display very high 
resonant quality factors and can achieve high contrast ratios with small dimensions. A 
block diagram of the ring resonator is shown in Fig. 14 in which the high confinement 
ring structure is coupled to a single waveguide. The ring resonator modulator uses the 
high confinement resonant ring structures to increase the length of the optical path by 
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circulating the light within the resonant ring structure at the resonant wavelength and 
destruct the light at all other wavelengths [47]. In order to modulate a transmitted signal 
using the ring resonator, the refractive index of the highly confined ring structure is 
modified by electrical signaling which induces a sharp tuning in the resonance 
wavelength that leads to strong modulation depth changes at or near resonance [48]. The 
high resonance quality factor together with strong modulation depth allows the use of 
small footprint ring resonator devices with small capacitances to achieve high contrast 
ratios.  
The ring resonator structure is typically implemented as carrier-injection based 
[48]-[50] or depletion width based [51], [52] p-i-n diode structures which allow for 
direct integration with CMOS circuits. Ring resonator structures have also been 
implemented with polymeric materials which does not have the carrier bandwidth 
limitations of p-i-n diode based structure. Polymeric materials with low refractive index 
contrast between the waveguide core and cladding and large cross section provide the 
advantages of low scattering and insertion loss with better coupling efficiency [53]. This 
work analyzes the electro-optic (EO) polymer cladding ring resonator [54] that allows 
for photonics on top of CMOS approach where a monolithic optical layer is created on 
top of existing CMOS chip which saves die area and allows optics to be added to any 
process node. Due to small dielectric constants and high confinement resonant ring 
structures, the polymer-based RR creates compact high speed devices modeled as simple 
lumped element capacitors. Polymers doped with optic chromophores provide large 
electro-optic (EO) coefficients and result in very fast shuttling of the electrons within the 
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molecular orbital of the chromophores which allow very high frequency of operation. 
Electro-optic polymers have shown a steady improvement in the electro-optic coefficient 
(r33) consistent with Moore’s law over time [55], [56]. As polymer RR modulators are 
still relatively immature, this work assumes some improvements in electro-optic 
coefficients to yield an 8 dB CR [1].  
The ring resonator is pseudo-differentially driven by two pairs of cascaded 
inverter stages in order to double the output swing and increase contrast ratio. Power 
dissipation is similar to the EAM driver with slight modifications to account for the 
higher pseudo-differential output swing and the omission of the absorbed photocurrent 
term not present in the RRM. Due to the resonant nature of the ring structure, the optical 
bandwidth range of the ring resonator is limited and typically less than 1 nm which 
makes it complicated to be used in multi-wavelength systems [57]. The ring resonator is 
highly sensitive to process and temperature variations. Small changes in temperature or 
bias conditions create a significant shift in resonance frequency due to the resonating 
structure and error in the operation of the ring resonator. Additional feedback tuning 
circuits are necessary to compensate for the variations and enhance the feasibility of the 
ring resonator for high density applications whose power is assumed to be 1mW [58]. 
2.2.4 Mach-Zehnder (MZ) Modulator 
Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZM) are devices that use free-carrier plasma-
dispersion effect to achieve optical modulation. The modulator utilizes a Mach-Zehnder 
Interferometer (MZI) as shown in Fig. 15, which works by splitting the light in two arms 
and shifting their phases by varying the carrier density of each arm in accordance with 
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the electric field applied. The carrier density variation changes the refractive index of the 
material and hence the phase is shifted [59]. The light in the two arms are then 
recombined either in phase or out of phase depending on the applied electric field to get 
the modulated output. Due to weak electro-optic effects in silicon, the Mach-Zehnder 
modulator requires a long device to produce the change in carrier density and attain the 
required phase shift. Similar to the other integrated optical modulators, MZ modulator 
requires an external continuous wave (CW) laser source whose input is coupled through 
an integrated holographic lens (HL).  
 
 
Fig. 15 Block diagram of Mach-Zehnder modulator 
 
The Mach-Zehnder modulator devices are typically implemented as forward 
biased p-i-n diode [60], [61], MOS capacitors [62] or reverse biased pn diodes [63], [64]. 
The reverse biased pn diodes use electric field induced carrier depletion effects to sweep 
the majority carriers in and out of optical mode [65] which is much faster than the carrier 
diffusion/recombination of the minority carriers in forward biased p-i-n diode, though it 
has high modulation efficiency and compact size [66]. The device capacitance of the 
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reverse biased pn diodes is also much reduced when compared to the MOS capacitor 
based devices [59]. This work uses a reverse biased pn diode based Mach-Zehnder 
modulator [66], whose speed is entirely limited by RLC parasitics.  
 
 
Fig. 16 Schematic of Mach-Zehnder modulator driver circuit 
 
Fig. 16 shows the transmitter schematic of Mach-Zehnder modulator based link 
[65]. Unlike smaller modulators which are treated as lumped capacitive loads, due to the 
length of the Mach-Zehnder modulators (~1 mm) the differential electrical signal is 
distributed using a pair of transmission lines terminated with a low impedance. In order 
to achieve the required phase shift and reasonable contrast ratio, long devices and large 
differential swings are required; necessitating a separate voltage supply MVdd. Thick-
oxide cascode transistors are used to avoid stressing driver transistors with the high 
supply voltage and large differential output swing. The thick cascode transistors serve as 
a shield for the driver transistors as they can withstand much higher gate and drain-
source voltages and avoid the high swing requirement at the drain of the driver 
transistor. The driver circuit is driven by a set of cascaded inverter stages. The power 
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dissipation of circuit is the sum of predriver, driver and external laser power dissipation. 
                                               
                           
 
   
     
  
 
 
                                     
where Idriver is the driver current and Plaser,electricpower is the external laser power 
dissipation. 
2.2.5 Optical Photodetector and Receiver 
The optical receiver uses photodetector to convert the received optical signal to 
an electrical signal. The photodetector is typically characterized by its responsivity and 
the noise performance [67], both of which determine the performance of the receiver. 
The responsivity of the photodetector determines how much electrical current is 
produced for a given input optical power, specifically, how the incident photon with 
energy hc/λ creates electron carriers with charge q resulting in a current flow and is 
given by,  
  
 
    
    
  
  
 
where   is the responsivity, η is the quantum efficiency of the photodetector, λ is the 
wavelength of operation, h is the Planck’s constant and c is the velocity of light. The 
noise performance of the photodetector is an important factor is determining the 
sensitivity of the receiver. The photodetector noise is dominated by the dark noise 
current Idark, which is the current produced by the device even in the absence of any 
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optical input and is dependent on junction area and temperature [67]. The photodetectors 
are typically implemented as p-i-n photodetectors, avalanche photodetectors or 
integrated metal-semiconductor-metal photodetectors. This work uses a long wavelength 
discrete p-i-n photodetector [68] with a capacitance of 100 fF and dark current of 5 nA 
in conjunction with the discrete optical link based on the VCSEL device. For the other 
integrated CMOS photonic links based on modulators, integrated waveguide metal-
semiconductor-metal (MSM) photodetector [1], [69] with ultra low capacitance of < 1fF 
is used with a dark current level of 100 µA.  
 
 
Fig. 17 Transimpedance amplifier based receiver architecture 
 
The electrical current produced by the photodetector must be converted to a 
sufficient voltage level with low noise and adequate bandwidth. The simple resistor 
solution presents trade-off in achieving high gain, low noise and large bandwidth. The 
transimpedance amplifier (TIA) based architecture is chosen because of its ability to 
achieve high gain, large bandwidth with low noise operation [70], [71]. The 
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photodetector current is converted to voltage by the transimpedance amplifier (TIA) 
which is further amplified to a sufficient level by a set of 1-5 limiting amplifier (LA) 
stages and finally given to a decision circuit element which digitizes the data and 
deserializes it for further processing as shown in Fig. 17.  
The transimpedance amplifier consists of an inverting voltage amplifier with a 
feedback resistor between input and output. The inverting voltage amplifier is 
implemented as a differential amplifier. The significant advantages of using a 
differential amplifier is the immunity to supply noise and increased voltage swing. One 
input of the differential amplifier is connected to the photo-detector while the other input 
is loaded with a capacitance matching the photo-detector capacitance to make the TIA 
balanced. The limiting amplifier stages limited to a maximum of five stages are also 
implemented as differential amplifiers. Sense amplifiers are typically used to implement 
the decision circuit which is assumed to have 20 mVpp input threshold ambiguity [6]. 
Finally, deserialization circuits are utilized to deserialize the incoming data for further 
processing.  
The two critical design parameters in the receiver are its bandwidth and 
sensitivity. Both of these parameters are highly dependent on the transimpedance 
amplifier performance as it is the first circuit block in the receiver. The closed loop 
transimpedance [67] of the transimpedance amplifier is given by, 
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where,        
  
    
    
     
    
       
 
  
               
        
 
Here RT is the DC transimpedance of the TIA,   is the pole (angular) frequency, and Q 
is the pole quality factor, related to the damping factor   by         which controls 
the peaking and ringing, Af is the voltage gain of the inverting voltage amplifier, RF is 
the feedback resistance, TA is the time constant of voltage amplifier related to its 3-dB 
bandwidth by    
 
     
 and CT is the total capacitance at the input of TIA, which 
includes the photo-detector capacitance CD, the input capacitance of the voltage 
amplifier CI and parasitic capacitance CF between input and output accounted using 
Miller effect. 
                    
The voltage amplifier output is directly fed back to the input through the 
feedback resistor without any buffer in between. Therefore, the feedback resistor loads 
the voltage amplifier and affects its gain and bandwidth which are given by,  
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where gm is the input transconductance of voltage amplifier and RL is its load resistance. 
CL is the load capacitance and it includes limiting amplifier input capacitance in addition 
to its self capacitance load. In order to guarantee a flat frequency response and limit the 
overshoot and ringing response to less than 4.3% [67], the Q of the TIA should be less 
than 1/√2 which necessitates the bandwidth of the inverting voltage amplifier to be 
larger than, 
    
 
  
 
   
    
 
Using Q = 1/√2 (  = √2/2), the 3-dB bandwidth of the transimpedance amplifier is 
directly calculated from ω0 [72] by substituting for TA which is given as, 
          
  
  
 
 
  
 
           
    
 
The sensitivity of the receiver determines the minimum input signal level that 
can be detected by the receiver. It measures the smallest optical input power necessary 
for reliable operation at a given bit-error rate (BER). The sensitivity of the receiver Psens 
is dependent on the total input referred noise of the receiver and the power penalty due 
to decision circuit threshold ambiguity PPDC and is calculated in terms of dBm for a 
given bit-error rate (BER). 
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where in
rms
 is the input referred rms noise current of the receiver which includes the 
noise from both the transimpedance amplifier and limiting amplifier stages along with 
the photodetector dark noise current Idark,   is the responsivity of the photodetector and 
Q is a term dependent on BER. The input referred noise current of the TIA is the 
dominant component of the noise at the input of the receiver. The input referred noise 
current spectrum of the TIA consists of two major components, one from feedback 
resistor In,res and other from amplifier front end In,amp. 
      
            
            
     
      
       
   
  
                     
 
     
   
      
 
   
     
where gdsp is the conductance of the PMOS load transistor in linear region. The input 
referred rms noise current for input referred noise spectrum written in the form       
  
        
  is 
      
             
  
 
     
  
where BWn and BWn2 are the noise bandwidths which for a second order low pass 
Butterworth response are given as 1.11 and 1.49 [67].  
The limiting amplifiers are implemented as differential amplifiers with linear 
region PMOS transistors as load. A set of 1-5 limiting amplifier stages could be used in 
series to obtain the required gain. Cascading multiple limiting amplifier increases the 
gain but it also reduces the overall bandwidth. In order to maintain the overall bandwidth 
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at the required value, the bandwidth of each of the limiting amplifier stages should be 
increased [72] by, 
             
 
     
where ω-3dB is the overall 3-dB bandwidth, ω0 is the bandwidth of each stage and N is the 
number of stages of limiting amplifier utilized. Care should be taken to increase the 
bandwidth of each stage such that required overall bandwidth is achieved. The noise of 
the limiting amplifiers is divided by the transimpedance gain while being reflected at the 
input of the receiver to calculate the total input referred noise. 
2.3 Summary 
This chapter discussed the electrical and optical interconnect architectures in 
detail. It began with the problems faced by electrical channels in scaling towards higher 
data rates and presented the equalization systems used to compensate for the channel 
losses. It then discussed the advantages of using optical links over their electrical 
counterparts and gave an overview of four different optical sources along with their 
driver circuits. The optical photodetector and its associated transimpedance amplifier 
based receiver circuit were also discussed.  
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CHAPTER III 
OPTIMIZATION METHODOLOGY AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF 
ELECTRICAL AND OPTICAL LINKS* 
The high-speed electrical and optical link architectures presented in previous 
chapter should be designed with minimum power consumption. A design flow that 
optimizes and minimizes the power dissipation of both electrical and optical links with 
their associated transmitter and receiver circuitry is presented in this chapter. Prior to 
this, a brief introduction is given to the previous modeling and optimization works for 
both electrical and optical links. The optimization methodology is followed by a 
performance comparison of the high-speed electrical and optical links over the different 
process technology which finally concludes with the discussion of results. 
3.1 Previous Work 
Techniques for optimization and minimization of power consumption of the 
high-speed serial link have been investigated in the past. Several works have been 
published considering the high-speed electrical links and optical links, their modeling, 
power consumption and also on comparison of performance between the two links.  
Casper et al. [73] used worst case eye diagram representations calculated from 
peak distortion analysis and peak sampling boundary to characterize the timing and
  
____________ 
*Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from “Power efficiency comparisons of interchip optical 
interconnect architectures,” by A. Palaniappan and S. Palermo, May 2010, IEEE Transactions on Circuits 
and Systems II, vol. 57, no. 5, pp. 343-347. Copyright 2010 IEEE 
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voltage margins of high-speed chip-to-chip signaling systems. Stojanovic et al. [74] 
analyzed a high-speed electrical link system’s deterministic and random noise sources 
along with the timing circuitry jitter and their probability distribution and correlations. 
The impact of the noise sources and its probability distribution on equalization 
complexity was also examined. Hatamkhani et al. [75] presented a methodology that 
uses custom logic optimization to design the transmitter with minimum power 
dissipation satisfying I/O specifications.  Hatamkhani et al. [76] determined the optimal 
power data rate relationship based on the channel’s frequency response and showed that 
an upper bound exits for data rate depending on the channel. Statistical link analysis 
methods [77]-[79] are being used to simulate high-speed links and estimate its 
performance in a faster manner.  
Van Blerkom et al. [80] developed an optimization method for the optical 
transimpedance receiver design. The transimpedance amplifier and the voltage 
amplifiers parameters such as bit rate, gain, input referred noise and circuit sizing were 
evaluated and optimized for minimum power dissipation. Kibar et al. [32] further 
developed on the previous receiver design and optimized the total optical link power for 
vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) and multiple quantum-well (MQW) 
modulator based links which included both the transmitter and receiver circuits with 
fixed optical device parameters. Kapur et al. [81] included the optimization of modulator 
with the circuits by using its parameters like insertion loss (IL) and contrast ratio (CR). 
Cho et al. [46] extended the optimization using number of QWs, swing and pre-bias 
voltage parameters of the modulator while taking into account the circuit properties. 
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Feldman et al. [82] performed a comparison between electrical and optical 
interconnects based on power and speed considerations by modeling the electrical and 
optical interconnects. Miller [83] summarized the various advantages and challenges of 
using optical links over electrical links. The above references did not consider the 
complex electrical links with its equalization complexity. Cho et al. [84] compared the 
power dissipation of modulator based optical interconnect with the electrical 
interconnect using equalization schemes as a function of interconnect length. The critical 
length beyond which optical interconnect becomes power efficient was identified from 
the comparison and is characterized as a function of bit error rate (BER), data rate and 
mismatches.  
This research leverages previous works and improves the analysis to compare 
sophisticated high-speed electrical links and state-of-the-art optical links. It uses 
statistical link analysis tools with detailed equalization and serialization models for high-
speed link analysis. It also compares the performances of multiple optical links formed 
using different optical devices. It utilizes the constant current density technique for the 
optimization methodology to find the minimum power dissipation of the entire link. 
3.2 Optimization Methodology 
The objective of this optimization methodology is to minimize the total link 
power dissipation which includes all the serialization, deserialization and equalization 
circuits of the transmitter feed-forward equalization, receiver continuous time linear 
equalization and decision feedback equalization for the electrical link and the circuits 
associated with receiver transimpedance and limiting amplifier stages, transmitter 
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predriver and driver circuits, ring resonator tuning circuit power, static electroabsorption 
modulator power component and external laser power for the optical link. Note, while 
local clock buffering power is modeled, clock generation, distribution, and recovery 
power, which can vary with application and is common among all of the architectures, is 
excluded in the reported power dissipation to more clearly display the link performance 
impact. Power efficiency defined as the power consumption divided by the data rate 
expressed in units of mW/Gb/s is used as a metric to compare the link performance at 
various data rates over 90 nm and 45 nm technology nodes. 
In order to obtain relatively accurate circuit modeling results, sufficiently 
accurate transistor parameters that will model the circuits satisfactorily are necessary. 
These parameters are obtained from transistor-level SPICE simulations of the circuit 
topologies using a constant current density technique. The drain current of the transistor 
increases linearly with transistor finger number under fixed biasing conditions and finger 
sizing, yielding a constant current density. Normalized transistor parameters 
(transconductance, output conductance, capacitances, etc.) are extracted using constant 
current density technique. The accuracy of the modeling results is tested using a 
continuous time linear equalizer (CTLE) circuit by determining the power required to 
operate at different 3-dB bandwidth and comparing them with SPICE results. The 3-dB 
bandwidth of CTLE is given by, 
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where Rout and Cout are the total output resistance and capacitance of the CTLE. A 
parameter fan-out FO is defined as the ratio of output load capacitance CP to the 
normalized input gate capacitance Cg/W. 
    
  
    
 
Using the above equation the 3-dB bandwidth of the CTLE can be re-written in 
terms of normalized transistor parameters. 
      
 
  
 
 
                     
 
where Cd/W is the normalized drain capacitance and Rout/W is the normalized output 
resistance. This equation is re-written to determine the fan-out factor FO as a function of 
normalized transistor parameters and 3-dB bandwidth of the CTLE. 
   
 
  
 
 
                 
 
    
    
 
Utilizing the above fan-out factor FO value and its definition, the required input 
capacitance Cin and transistor finger size can be determined for a given 3-dB bandwidth. 
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Fig. 18 Modeling vs. SPICE results of the power dissipation of CTLE as a function of 3-
dB bandwidth 
 
 
 
Fig. 19 Modeling vs. SPICE results of the power efficiency of CTLE as a function of 3-
dB bandwidth 
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The total current consumption Itotal can be computed from the normalized current Id/W 
and input transistor finger size Wfingersize. A factor of 2 is included to account for the two 
arms of the CTLE. Using the above equation based modeling, the CTLE power 
dissipation computed using total current and supply voltage Vdd is compared with SPICE 
results for different bandwidth. Fig. 18 shows the modeling vs. SPICE results 
comparison of power dissipation as a function of bandwidth with the modeling results 
closely following the SPICE results and showing slight deviation at high bandwidth. In 
order to circumvent the comparison of high power with low power in the same plot and 
get a better understanding of the power dissipation at different bandwidths, power 
efficiency, is used as a performance parameter for comparison. As shown in Fig. 19, 
power efficiency, defined as power dissipation divided by the bandwidth, presents a 
better parameter for the performance comparison of CTLE at both low and high 
bandwidths. 
 
 
Fig. 20 Stateye results visualized using statistical eye diagram  
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Table I Electrical link I/O specifications 
Bit-Error Rate (BER) 10
-12
 
TX deterministic jitter (dj) 0.01 UI 
TX random jitter (rj) 0.01 UI 
Min. Eye Opening compliance 20 mVpp 
RX jitter compliance dj 0.45 UI 
RX jitter compliance tj 0.675 UI 
Vdd 1.2V (90 nm) 1.1V (45 nm) 
Max. TX Swing 1.2Vppd (90 nm) 1.1Vppd (45 nm) 
  
Due to the complex trade-offs involved in the design of high-speed serial links 
and to obtain reliable performance at higher data rates, statistical link analysis tools 
which co-optimize circuit and channel characteristics have been developed [77]-[79]. An 
open source statistical link analysis tool, Stateye [78] is used in this work. Statistical link 
analysis utilizes statistical methods to integrate the deterministic and random noise 
sources with the channel response and estimates link margins at a given bit-error rate 
(BER). Stateye uses the s-parameter channel response (touchstone format) coupled with 
I/O specifications such as BER, eye compliance and jitter compliance parameters given 
in Table I to determine the voltage and timing margins and equalization coefficients for 
a channel response at a given data rate. Stateye results, normalized to the transmit 
amplitude [78], are visualized using eye diagrams as shown in Fig. 20, which show the 
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voltage and timing margins. The link voltage and timing margins that satisfy the I/O 
specifications at a particular data rate are obtained for various different combinations of 
equalization architectures, which include a maximum of 4-tap TX FFE and 5-tap RX 
DFE along with the CTLE and used to generate a database for the channels’ equalization 
requirements. 
The minimum eye opening required for compliance of voltage margin with the 
combination of transmitter and receiver equalization is 20 mVpp (Table I). But Stateye 
produces link margin results with normalized transmit amplitude [78] which has to be 
scaled to the required transmitter output swing. The link voltage margin increases as the 
equalization complexity increases for a given data rate. A large link voltage margin in 
comparison to the minimum eye requirement is unnecessary and inefficient in terms of 
power dissipation as it has a large transmitter output swing. Transmitter output swing is 
optimized such that link voltage margin meets minimum eye opening compliance 
requirement, resulting in considerable power savings. 
Transmitter and receiver circuits are modeled by iterating the design variables 
over circuit design criteria to satisfy a given data rate specification. The transmitter is 
designed such that the serialization and pre-driver circuits have transition times of one 
third of the bit period to avoid excessive inter-symbol interference and ensure pulse 
shape of the output signal. A half-rate architecture implementation of TX FFE using a 
current summer driver at the output with a maximum of 4-taps is considered in this 
work. Both CML and CMOS logic based circuit designs are analyzed over the data rates 
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Fig. 21 Transmitter power efficiency vs. data rate as a function of number of taps using 
CML circuits 
 
 
 
Fig. 22 Transmitter power efficiency vs. data rate as a function of number of taps using 
CMOS circuits 
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of interest. As shown Figs. 21 and 22, static power dissipation of a CML-based design 
results in degraded power efficiency at lower data rates relative to CMOS-based design 
with dynamic power dissipation that scales down at lower frequencies. However, a 
CMOS-based design supports lower fan-outs at higher date rates due to a higher 
percentage of self-loading capacitance; necessitating large transistor sizes and increased 
power to satisfy the transition time specification. Thus, a valuable aspect of this design 
methodology is predicting when it is optimum from a power perspective to transition 
from a CMOS to a CML-based design. 
  Examples of receiver equalization circuitry power efficiency modeling versus 
data rate are shown in Fig 23 and Fig. 24. A half baud rate direct feedback DFE 
implementation with a maximum of 5-taps is considered in this work. The maximum 
data rate the DFE can reliably operate is determined by the 1 unit interval (UI) first-tap 
critical timing path of the direct feedback architecture shown in Fig. 25, which includes 
the comparator Clock-Q delay, the feedback tap propagation delay, and the time for 
amplifier A2 to achieve 95% settling. As shown in Fig. 23, increasing DFE tap number 
adds additional loading on the critical tap-current summation node, resulting in reduced 
maximum operational data rate. CTLE power efficiency is a strong function of the peak 
gain requirement.  As shown in Fig. 24, the 90nm technology realizes 12dB peak gain up 
to a little higher than 14Gb/s, but can achieve 6dB peak gain past 20Gb/s. Scaling 
technology to a higher fT 45nm process allows realization of 12dB peak gain out to 
18Gb/s. 
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Fig. 23 DFE power efficiency vs. data rate as a function of number of taps 
 
 
 
Fig. 24 CTLE power efficiency vs. data rate as a function of CTLE peak gain 
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Fig. 25 Critical timing path of the decision feedback equalizer  
 
The link margin and equalization coefficient results from Stateye along with the 
scaled transmitter output swing are coupled with normalized transistor parameters and 
circuit design constraints of the different transmitter and receiver blocks to design and 
compute the power dissipation of each equalization architecture. The power computation 
of various equalization architectures satisfying the I/O specifications yields a wide 
design search space, from which is selected the optimal architecture with minimum 
power solution for a given data rate. Thus, optimizing the transmitter output swing along 
with selecting optimal equalization architecture and circuit style gives optimized power 
efficiency for a given data rate, channel type and process technology node. A flowchart 
describing the above optimization methodology for electrical links is given in Fig. 26. 
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Fig. 26 Flowchart of electrical link optimization methodology
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Table II Optical device parameters (parameters in parenthesis refer to 45 nm CMOS technology) 
Optical Device Optical Device Parameters 
VCSEL [31] CR = 5 dB Ith = 0.5 mA η = 0.28 Rs = 172 Ω Cj = 130 fF 
QWAFEM EAM [38] CR = 5 dB IL = 7.2 dB Vbias = 2.4V (2.2V) Vswing = 1.2V (1.1V) Cmod=200fF 
Waveguide EAM [41] CR = 10 dB IL = 5 dB Vbias = 2.4V (2.2V) Vswing = 1.2V (1.1V) Cmod=25fF 
Polymer based RR [54] CR = 8dB IL = 4 dB Tuning Power =1mW Vswing = 2.4V (2.2V) Cmod=10fF 
MZ Modulator [51] Vπ = 8 V IL = 7 dB Rload = 20 Ω   
Long wavelength PD [68] PD Cap=100fF Idark = 5 nA Responsivity = 0.8 A/W  
Integrated PD [1] PD Cap < 1fF Idark = 100µA Responsivity = 0.9 A/W  
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The parameters of the optical devices discussed in the previous chapter are given 
in Table II. The link budgets of the discrete and integrated optical links are summarized 
in Tables III and IV. The maximum VCSEL average power is limited to 3 dBm while 
the electrical power of the integrated modulator’s external laser source is limited to a 
maximum of 10 mW with 30 % wall plug efficiency, included in the total link power. 
Contrast ratio power penalty and insertion loss are included based on each device's 
parameters. A 100 fF bond pad capacitance is assumed along with the 100 fF discrete p-
i-n photodetector for the lumped input capacitance of the receiver based on discrete 
VCSEL link while the lumped input capacitance of the integrated link receiver, 
dominated by the interconnect capacitance, is assumed to be 10 fF. Receiver circuit input 
capacitance is added on top of these values to calculate total input capacitance. 
Table III Discrete optical link budget 
Max. Avg. VCSEL TX Power 3 dBm 
VCSEL to MMF Coupling - 1.1 dB 
MMF to Photodetector Coupling - 1.1 dB 
Contrast Ratio (5 dB) Penalty -2.844 dB 
Margin - 3 dB 
Link Budget - 8.044 dB 
Required RX Sensitivity - 5.044 dBm 
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Table IV Integrated optical link budget 
Max. Source CW Laser Power 4.8 dBm 
Source Laser to SMF Coupling - 2 dB 
Modulator to SMF Coupling - 2 dB 
SMF to Photodetector Coupling - 3 dB 
Margin - 3 dB 
Contrast Ratio Penalty (CR_P) depends on the device 
Insertion Loss (IL) depends on the device 
Link Budget - (10 + CR_P + IL) dB 
Required RX Sensitivity - (5.2 + CR_P + IL) dB 
 
For optical links, the normalized transistor parameters obtained for different 
biasing conditions corresponding to different transistor transition frequencies, fT are used 
to jointly optimize the transmitter and receiver design variables over circuit and link 
constraints to satisfy a particular data rate at a given bit-error rate (BER) specification of 
10
-12
, same as that of electrical links. The analysis is enhanced by the use of multiple 
biasing conditions which allows a wide design search space and provides a design 
solution which achieves minimum power for a given data rate at an optimum fT. The 90 
nm process in this analysis achieves a peak fT of 110 GHz at 0.4 mA/µm current density 
as shown in Fig. 27, while scaling to the 45 nm process allows 225 GHz peak fT at 0.4 
mA/µm as illustrated in Fig. 28. Multiple solutions that satisfy the design constraints are 
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obtained which correspond to differing circuit configurations, e.g., TIA with varying 
gain and LA stages, optical transmitters with differing levels of optical output power 
from which the minimum power solution is selected at each data rate. A flowchart 
describing the discussed optimization methodology for optical links is given in Fig. 29. 
 
 
Fig. 27 Transistor fT versus input Vgs voltage in 90 nm CMOS process 
 
 
Fig. 28 Transistor fT versus input Vgs voltage in 45 nm CMOS process 
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Fig. 29 Flowchart of optical link optimization methodology 
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Applying the above procedure to the integrated photodetector (PD) based optical 
receiver, the receiver sensitivity is calculated in terms of average power in dBm from the 
input referred noise and power penalty due to decision circuit threshold ambiguity to 
achieve a 10
-12
 BER. The improvement in receiver sensitivity due to addition of LA 
stages using 45 nm process is shown in Fig. 30, along with the QWAFEM-based link 
required receiver sensitivity. Addition of 1 LA stage enhances sensitivity out to high 
data rates, while additional LA stages obtain marginal improvements because of the 
relatively low decision circuit threshold ambiguity. Note that the sensitivity of the 
multiple LA cell designs degrades at higher data rates due to the cascaded amplifiers 
bandwidth compression forcing an increased receiver input capacitance. For the 
QWAFEM based link, the TIA Only solution is selected up to 20 Gb/s, beyond which 
additional LA stages are required. 
 
 
Fig. 30 Receiver sensitivity vs. data rate for 45 nm integrated photodetector 
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3.3 Comparison of Electrical and Optical Link Performance 
Utilizing the optimization methodology discussed in the previous section, the 
power efficiency of electrical and optical links are calculated and compared for different 
data rates and process technologies in this section. It begins with electrical link power 
efficiency performance comparison over the three backplane channels; short 1”channel 
(B1) with bottom traces, 20” channel (C4) with bottom stripline layer and 20” channel 
(T20) with top traces. The power efficiency performance of the four optical links formed 
using the different optical devices discussed in the previous chapter are compared in the 
following section. It finally ends with the power efficiency comparison of electrical and 
optical links. 
3.3.1 Electrical Link Performance 
 
 
Fig. 31 Total power efficiency of electrical link vs. data rate using CML circuits with TX 
output swing optimized 
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Utilizing the optimization methodology discussed above, the optimized power 
efficiency of the electrical link operating on the 1” backplane channel B1 and 20” 
backplane channels C4 and T20 are evaluated at different data rates. Fig. 31 compares 
the power efficiency of electrical links using CML circuits with optimized transmitter 
swing on all three backplane channels using both 90 nm and 45 nm CMOS technologies. 
The link power efficiency of the three channels at low data rates is almost the same 
because the optimization methodology selects the minimal equalization architecture of 
1-tap transmitter with CTLE and minimum sized transistor devices. As the data rate 
starts scaling, the tougher T20 backplane channel with higher frequency dependent 
losses becomes channel limited requiring an equalization complexity of 2-tap transmitter 
FFE, 5-tap DFE and CTLE at 12 Gb/s with a power efficiency of 3.75 mW/Gb/s at 90 
nm and 2.14 mW/Gb/s at 45 nm. Even with maximum equalization complexity, the T20 
backplane channel is not able to scale beyond 12 Gb/s due to the severe frequency 
dependent losses. The C4 channel with improved channel loss characteristics achieves 
better power efficiency and is able to operate up to higher data rates in comparison to the 
T20 channel. The critical timing path of the first tap in the direct feedback DFE becomes 
a major constraint in achieving reliable performance and limits its operation at higher 
data rates. As shown in Fig. 31, the link operated up to 16 Gb/s in 90 nm with a power 
efficiency of 4.7 mW/Gb/s while scaling to 45 nm allowed operation up to 18 Gb/s at 
3.72 mW/Gb/s power efficiency. The low loss B1 channel power efficiency is able to 
scale up to 20 Gb/s in both the 90 nm and 45 nm process as shown in Fig. 31. For the B1 
channel, the link achieved a power efficiency of 1.07 mW/Gb/s and 0.63 mW/Gb/s at 10 
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Gb/s in the 90 nm and 45 nm process respectively. These power efficiency values are 
comparable to [85], which achieved a power efficiency of around 1 mW/Gb/s, including 
only transmitter and receiver circuit power and excluding all clock element power at 10 
Gb/s using the 65 nm process at a slightly higher link voltage margin.  
 
 
Fig. 32 Total power efficiency of electrical link vs. data rate using CML circuits with 
and without TX output swing optimization in 90 nm process 
 
The impact of optimizing transmitter output swing and circuit style on the link 
power efficiency for the three channels are illustrated in Fig. 32 and 33 respectively. 
Optimizing transmit output swing can dramatically reduce power. As shown in Fig. 32, 
at 12 Gb/s the power is roughly cut in half on the high-loss T20 channel from 7.01 
mW/Gb/s without any transmit swing optimization to 3.75 mW/Gb/s with transmit 
swing optimization. In the low-loss B1 channel, the power efficiency of optimized 
transmit output swing case is dramatically reduced to 20% of the non-scaled value at 12 
Gb/s. Thus, the use of transmit output swing optimization saves significant power for the 
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high-speed electrical links. The choice of CML vs CMOS circuit style is a function of 
data rate and technology node. As shown in the 90nm modeling results of Fig. 33, at low 
data rates the CMOS based link has better power efficiency than the CML based link 
with significant static power dissipation. However, beyond 14 Gb/s the CMOS based 
link requires a large power due to reduced fan-out and CML based link becomes more 
power optimal. For example, at 16 Gb/s the CMOS based link achieves 5.95 mW/Gb/s 
operating on the low loss B1 channel, while the CML based link power efficiency is 
only 1.62 mW/Gb/s. 
 
  
Fig. 33 Total power efficiency of electrical link vs. data rate using CML vs. CMOS 
circuits in 90 nm process 
 
The impact of electrical channel and process node is evident in the modeling 
results of Fig. 34, which combines the CMOS and CML-based results to select the 
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Fig. 34 Optimal solution with minimum power efficiency vs. data rate 
 
 
 
Fig. 35 Optimized equalization architecture vs. data rate 
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optimum design at a given data rate, and Fig. 35, which shows the optimum equalization 
architecture. The high loss T20 channel is strongly channel-limited, as there is no 
difference in the optimum equalization architecture or CMOS circuit style between the 
90 nm and 45 nm process. A 3-tap FFE transmitter and 4-tap DFE receiver is required at 
the maximum data rate of 12Gb/s, resulting in a 90nm power efficiency of 3.0 mW/Gb/s 
and 1.8 mW/Gb/s in the 45 nm process.  
The C4 channel has improved loss characteristics due to signaling on the bottom 
backplane layer, avoiding the detrimental impact of the T20 long via stubs. For this 
channel, the process node has an impact on the optimum equalization architecture and 
circuit style. In the 90 nm technology, a CMOS design is more power efficient up to 14 
Gb/s, while above this data rate a CML design is chosen. In contrast, a CMOS design is 
chosen for all data rates in the 45 nm technology. Also, the 90 nm design cannot 
efficiently leverage CTLE equalization above 12 Gb/s, while the 45 nm design utilizes a 
CTLE up to 16Gb/s. The 90 nm design is limited to 16 Gb/s due to the inability to 
implement a high-speed direct feedback DFE, while in the 45 nm process the DFE is 
possible to allow for 18Gb/s.   
 The low-loss B1 channel doesn’t require significant equalization complexity 
until about 18 Gb/s. Interestingly, the optimal equalization architecture selected is 1-tap 
TX FFE with CTLE up to 16 Gb/s in 90 nm and 18 Gb/s in 45 nm. Including the CTLE 
actually achieves less power than with only 1-tap TX FFE, i.e. no equalization, as the 
CTLE peak gain allows scaling down the transmit output swing significantly. The 90nm 
switches to a 3-tap TX at 18 Gb/s due to the inefficiency of the CTLE at this high data 
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rate, while the 45 nm can still leverage a high peak gain CTLE at this data rate and 
doesn’t require the 3-tap TX FFE until 20 Gb/s. Excellent power efficiency is achieved 
with this low-loss channel, as sub-mW/Gb/s operation is possible for the transmitter and 
receiver circuitry, again neglecting clock generation, distribution, and recovery, in the 45 
nm technology up to 18 Gb/s. Above 20 Gb/s, the channel could potentially achieve 
higher data rates with DFE.  However, even the 45 nm technology cannot efficiently 
implement the direct feedback architecture modeled in this work. Thus, this link is 
technology limited, and could potentially benefit by scaling to a more advanced process 
node.  
3.3.2 Optical Link Performance 
Using the optimization methodology discussed in the previous section for optical 
links, optimized power efficiency for the optical links at various data rates are obtained. 
Fig. 36 compares the power efficiency of the tunnel junction (TJ) VCSEL based link 
using the 90 nm and 45 nm CMOS processes. This link attained a power efficiency of 
2.15 mW/Gb/s and 1.2 mW/Gb/s at a data rate of 20 Gb/s in 90 nm and 45 nm 
technology respectively. The VCSEL bandwidth constraint and maximum power levels 
limits the link performance at data rates higher than 24 Gb/s in both 90 nm and 45 nm 
nodes. Further improvements in increasing the VCSEL bandwidth by increasing device 
differential gain, reducing series resistance, and improving slope efficiency will result in 
improved power efficiency at higher data rates.  
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Fig. 36 Total power efficiency of VCSEL based link vs. data rate 
 
 
 
Fig. 37 Total power efficiency of QWAFEM based link vs. data rate 
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Fig. 38 Total power efficiency of waveguide based EAM link vs. data rate 
 
The QWAFEM EAM structure has a reasonable contrast ratio at low voltage 
swings, but with relatively high insertion loss and large modulator capacitance, the 
power dissipation is increased as shown in Fig. 37. The other EAM structure, the 
waveguide EAM based optical link achieves excellent power efficiency (Fig. 38) due to 
good contrast ratio, low swing and bias voltages, and small modulator capacitance. The 
waveguide EAM achieves a power efficiency of 1.498 mW/Gb/s and 0.763 mW/Gb/s at 
20 Gb/s in 90 nm and 45 nm in comparison to the QWAFEM structure which achieves 
2.09 mW/Gb/s and 1.096 mW/Gb/s power efficiency at the same data rate for the same 
technologies. Technology scaling yields higher transistor fT per current density, which 
allows the power efficiency of the integrated optical links to improve and the support of 
higher data rates. The maximum data rate extended from 24.75 Gb/s to 34 Gb/s for the 
waveguide EAM and 20 Gb/s to 28 Gb/s for the QWAFEM EAM when scaling from 90 
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nm to 45 nm. When compared to the VCSEL link at 20 Gb/s, the waveguide EAM link 
attained 35 % better power efficiency in the 45 nm node, while the QWAFEM link 
performance was similar to the VCSEL link. Improved alignment tolerance and coupling 
loss will further enhance the waveguide device’s compatibility in high volume 
applications, while QWAFEM structures with lower insertion loss and smaller 
capacitance would result in improved power efficiency. 
 
 
Fig. 39 Total power efficiency of ring resonator based link vs. data rate 
 
The refractive ring resonator modulator based link achieves excellent power 
efficiency (Fig. 39) due to the good contrast ratio and ultra low modulator capacitance. 
At 20 Gb/s, it attained a power efficiency of 1.47 mW/Gb/s and 0.77 mW/Gb/s in 90 nm 
and 45 nm process respectively. Scaling from 90 nm to 45 nm has allowed the ring 
resonator based link data rate to increase from 10 Gb/s to 28 Gb/s at a power efficiency 
of 1.2 mW/Gb/s and extend the maximum operating data rate from 25 Gb/s to 34 Gb/s. 
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Comparing the RR link at 20 Gb/s in the 45nm node, it achieved 35 % improvement in 
power efficiency relative to the VCSEL and QWAFEM EAM and similar performance 
as the waveguide EAM. Though the ring resonator based link has very good power 
efficiency, ring resonators do have very low optical bandwidth (~1 nm) [57] and are very 
sensitive to process and temperature variations. Efficient feedback tuning circuits and/or 
improvements in device structure to allow less sensitivity to variations would enhance 
feasibility of these devices in high density applications. 
 
 
Fig. 40 Total power efficiency of Mach-Zehnder modulator based link vs. data rate 
 
In contrast to the ring resonator based link, the refractive MZM based link has 
very wide optical bandwidth of around 100 nm [57] and improved tolerance to process 
and temperature fluctuations. While voltage swing and contrast ratio were included in 
the power optimization, the resulting MZM link power efficiency was roughly one order 
of magnitude higher than the other optical links (Fig. 40). The power efficiency achieved 
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is 4.5 mW/Gb/s and 3.657 mW/Gb/s at 20 Gb/s data rate in the 90 nm and 45 nm 
process. Technology scaling doesn't have a major impact, as the overall power is 
dominated by the voltage swing required for the low impedance modulator. Methods to 
enhance the refractive index change are required in order to reduce device footprint and 
perhaps allow higher impedance termination. 
3.3.3 Comparison of Electrical and Optical Links 
 
 
Fig. 41 Total power efficiency of electrical and optical link vs. data rate in 90 nm CMOS 
process 
 
The comparison of high-speed electrical links operating on the three different 
channels with the optical links based on VCSEL, waveguide EAM and ring resonator on 
the basis of power efficiency is shown in Fig. 41 and Fig. 42 using 90 nm and 45 nm 
process respectively. While the high-loss T20 channel is strongly channel-limited and 
the improved loss characteristic C4 channel requires additional equalization complexity 
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and increased power efficiency above 12 Gb/s, the low loss B1 channel achieved 
excellent power efficiencies up to data rates of 14 Gb/s in 90 nm and 18 Gb/s in 45 nm 
process. Scaling and optimization of the transmitter output swing coupled with the 
selection of minimum circuit complexity due to the low-loss channel characteristics 
allowed excellent power efficiency to be achieved. The additional optical link overhead 
components such as external laser source power dissipation of the integrated links, 
higher driver supply voltage of the VCSEL, static power component of electroabsorption 
modulator and tuning circuit power of ring resonator modulator results in degraded 
power efficiency at lower data rates. Beyond 14 Gb/s in 90 nm and 18 Gb/s in 45 nm, 
the optical links become the power efficient solution as the additional equalization 
complexity of electrical links to compensate for the channel losses increases its power 
consumption.  At 18 Gb/s, the electrical link requires a power efficiency of 3.48 
mW/Gb/s in the 90 nm process operating on the low-loss B1 channel while the VCSEL 
based link achieves 2.06 mW/Gb/s and the waveguide EAM and ring resonator 
modulator based links achieve 1.4 mW/Gb/s power efficiency at the same data rate for 
the same technology. 
Unlike the electrical links which is limited to a data rate of 20 Gb/s and requires 
additional equalization complexity and increased power efficiency to scale further, the 
optical links are able to scale up to 25 Gb/s in the 90 nm process and 34 Gb/s in the 45 
nm process at relatively low power efficiencies. As CMOS process is scaled from 90 nm 
to 45 nm, the power efficiency of the link improves and supports higher data rates due to 
higher transistor fT per current density obtained as a result of technology scaling. A 
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critical feature of the design methodology used in this work is predicting how the 
optimal equalization architecture and circuit configuration varies with scaling of CMOS 
technology nodes. For instance, the electrical link operating on the C4 channel changes 
its optimal equalization complexity and circuit style selected above 12 Gb/s on scaling 
from 90 nm to 45 nm while the maximum achievable data rate scaled from 25 Gb/s to 34 
Gb/s for the waveguide EAM based link and the ring resonator based link due to 
technology scaling. 
 
 
Fig. 42 Total power efficiency of electrical and optical link vs. data rate in 45 nm CMOS 
process 
 
The electrical links with scaled transmitter output swing achieve excellent power 
efficiencies at lower data rates until the channel limitations require additional circuit 
complexity and make the optical links with relatively low power efficiencies at higher 
data rates, the power efficient solution. The cross-over point, defined as the data rate 
beyond which the optical links become power efficient in comparison to the electrical 
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links, is around 9 Gb/s for the VCSEL based link and 8.5 Gb/s for the integrated links 
with respect to the T20 channel and remains almost the same on scaling from 90 nm to 
45 nm. Similarly, the cross-over point of the C4 channel, which doesn’t change much 
with technology scaling, is around 12.6 Gb/s for the VCSEL based link and 11.9 Gb/s 
for the integrated links. In contrast to the above two channels, the B1 channel cross-over 
point increases from 16.2 Gb/s to 19.3 Gb/s for the VCSEL based link and 14.8 Gb/s to 
18. 3 Gb/s for the integrated links on scaling from 90 nm to 45 nm. The combined effect 
of technology scaling, which yields higher transistor fT per current density, and low-loss 
channel characteristics allows operation of electrical links up to higher data rates and 
tolerates much more loss at lower power efficiency.  
The electrical link requires additional receiver decision feedback equalization 
complexity to operate at higher data rates which would further increase its power 
consumption. But the critical timing feedback path of the direct feedback DFE limits the 
operation at higher data rates. Loop unrolled DFE architectures [86] can operate at 
higher data rates but the additional circuit complexity would still result in higher power 
efficiency at high data rates for the electrical link. Better channels with low-loss 
characteristics or low power equalization circuits are needed to improve the power 
efficiency of electrical links. In comparison, the inherent bandwidth of the VCSEL based 
link should be improved to achieve good power efficiency and scale to higher data rates. 
Though the waveguide EAM achieves good power efficiency at higher data rates, 
improvements to alignment tolerance and coupling losses are needed to enhance the 
feasibility of these devices in high density applications. Ring resonators with good 
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power efficiency have very low optical bandwidth (~1 nm) and are very sensitive to 
process and temperature variations which requires additional tuning circuits to make it 
compatible for high volume applications. 
3.4 Summary 
In summary, this chapter provided the optimization methodology used in this 
work and also presented the performance comparison of electrical and optical links. It 
began with an overview about the previous optimization methodologies that have been 
used and followed it with a discussion on the optimization methodology and flowcharts 
utilized in this work. The electrical link performance over the three channels for a given 
data rate, channel type and process technology and four different optical link 
performances for a given data rate and process node were compared. It finally concluded 
with a performance comparison between electrical and optical interconnect architectures 
identifying the cross-over data rate, discussing the impact of technology scaling and 
suggesting improvements for further scaling of data rates. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In conclusion, this work presented a design flow for the modeling and 
optimization of power dissipation of high-speed equalized-electrical and optical I/O 
links. It compared the power efficiency performance of the equalized-electrical links 
over three channels with four different optical links and identified the key parameters 
critical to further power efficiency improvements. The impact of technology scaling on 
performance was also considered by comparing the performance in 90 nm and 45 nm 
CMOS process technologies. 
I/O-communication bandwidth, which rapidly increased with nanometer CMOS 
technology scaling, is limited by the electrical I/O channel bandwidth, necessitating 
equalization schemes that compensate for the channel distortion and losses. This thesis 
developed a design methodology that coupled statistical link analysis techniques and 
circuit power estimates with transmitter output swing optimization to compute the power 
efficiency of high-speed equalized-electrical I/O link over three different channels. The 
design methodology predicts the optimum equalization architecture, circuit style (CMOS 
vs CML), and transmit output swing for minimum I/O power. The high-loss T20 channel 
is primarily channel-limited to a maximum of 12 Gb/s achieving a power efficiency of 
3.0 mW/Gb/s and 1.8 mW/Gb/s in the 90 nm and 45 nm process respectively. The C4 
channel with improved loss characteristics operated up to 16 Gb/s in 90 nm and 18 Gb/s 
in 45 nm only to be limited by the critical timing path of the direct feedback DFE. The 
low-loss B1 channel achieved excellent power efficiency in sub-mW/Gb/s range up to 
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20 Gb/s in 45 nm node leveraging the low equalization complexity and scaling of 
transmitter output swing.  
Future processors and systems require an on-chip bandwidth in the range of 
hundreds of Gb/s to Tb/s and optical links with low power efficiencies have offered a 
viable alternative to the electrical links for the dramatically increasing data rates. This 
thesis considered four different optical links and presented a design framework to jointly 
optimize the driver and receiver circuits which predict the optimal circuit configuration 
and biasing condition to achieve minimum power efficiency for a given data rate and 
process technology. VCSEL bandwidth and the maximum power levels limits link 
performance in both 90 nm and 45 nm process to 24 Gb/s. Among the integrated 
photonic links, the waveguide EAM and ring resonator provide good power efficiencies 
attaining 1.65 mW/Gb/s in the 45 nm process at 30 Gb/s respectively, while the 
misalignment tolerant QWAFEM structure achieves 1.096 mW/Gb/s at 20 Gb/s. Though 
the MZM achieves wide optical bandwidth, significant improvements need to be made to 
obtain lower Vπ and better power efficiency. 
Thus, electrical links with low-loss channel characteristics and optimized 
transmitter output swing, and optical links with negligible frequency dependent loss 
offer a promising solution to the dramatically increasing I/O bandwidth with minimum 
power efficiency. In order for the electrical links to scale up to high data rates with 
minimum power, the frequency dependent losses of the channel should be improved and 
be used with scaled transmitter output swing and minimum equalization complexity. The 
efficient integration of optical links with integrated chips allows very good performance 
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benefits for future many-core and multi-core processors. In order to be used in high 
density integration with CMOS chips, the optical devices should be improved to provide 
good misalignment tolerance and wide optical bandwidth.   
4.1 Future Work 
 
 
Fig. 43 Power efficiency of the CTLE with 12-dB peak gain vs. data rate for different 
supply voltages 
 
This thesis work considered the optimization and minimization of power 
dissipation of high-speed electrical and optical links. This section presents some more 
extensions and possibilities that could be done for minimizing the power dissipation of 
the entire link. Dynamic voltage frequency scaling (DVFS), scaling of supply voltage 
with data rate, is another important factor which helps in non-linear reduction of power 
with data rate. In order to understand the non-linear scaling of power efficiency with 
data rate, the power efficiency of the CTLE with 12-dB peak gain and 6-dB peak gain 
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for different supply voltages are shown in Figs. 43 and 44. Having a higher supply 
voltage allows operation up to high data rates but at lower data rates, the power 
efficiency is worse using high supply voltages. The optimization methodology could be 
made to choose the optimal supply voltage at a given data rate to get minimum power. 
 
 
Fig. 44 Power efficiency of the CTLE with 6-dB peak gain vs. data rate for different 
supply voltages 
 
This thesis work has considered a BER of 10
-12
 for both the electrical and optical 
links. Fig. 45 shows the power efficiency comparison of the electrical link operating on 
the high loss T20 channel in 90 nm process as a function of BER and the corresponding 
equalization architecture is shown in Fig. 46. It can be observed that lowering the BER 
to 10
-3
 reduced the equalization complexity at higher data rates improving the power 
efficiency and also increasing the operational data rate only to be limited by the DFE
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Fig. 45 Power efficiency vs. data rate as a function of BER for the T20 channel in 90 nm 
  
 
Fig. 46 Optimal equalization architecture vs. data rate as a function of BER for the T20 
channel in 90 nm 
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critical feedback timing path in 90 nm. This performance improvement could motivate to 
study the potential impact of using coding techniques and modulation techniques on the 
power efficiency performance of electrical links. The effect of using different 
modulation techniques such as PAM-4 and duobinary signaling with scaling of 
transmitter output swing on power efficiency could be investigated.  
 Clocking power, common among all of the architectures, including clock 
synthesis, distribution, and recovery, was not included in this work. Depending upon the 
application, modeling of both the transmitter and receiver side clocking circuits could be 
investigated and the optimal clocking structure could be used along with the I/O circuits. 
The optimization methodology could be enhanced further by using convex optimization 
techniques. For the optical links, the cost issues of using optical interconnects over 
electrical interconnects could be weighed against their better power efficiency 
performance and the prospective impact could be explored. 
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